Abstract. The research work concerns the development in the Italian literature of the French theme of Neuf Preux, and Particularly Took into account a crown of sonnets of nine famous men linked to an alleged cycle of paintings attributed to Giotto's in the palace of Castel Nuovo in Naples. The survey highlighted how in medieval Italian literature, beyond the more or less explicit recovery of the French literary tradition, occupies a prominent place the function that these poems take in the view of the literature of the time. The survey actually shows the two faces of the series of famous heroes, which on one hand is the mouthpiece of the political ideals and civil inspired by the courteous and Roman antiquities, on the other hand appears to be ripe fruit of a didactic poem in which the adherence to the motto of ut pictura poesis become as a kind of surface projection of images.
from Giotto during his stay in Naples (1329-1333), and the Crown of sonnets attributed to Giovanni da Firenze, who describes its contents [10, 11] . These nine texts do not actually represent the only evidence of the fortune Italian French theme. The investigations conducted so far on the presence of the topos of the Preux in medieval Italian literature have shown a certain interest about the argument, absolutely not least, of the best known literary man of the time. Just to cite a few examples, the complete sequence of the nine heroes of tradition is present in the novel CXXV, 2 of Franco Sacchetti's Il trecentonovelle and in the Quadriregio of Federico Frezzi (IV, VII 32-123), a variation on the theme figure in the Dante's song of Cacciaguida (Par. XVIII 37-51), while more or less orthodox sequences of heroes are in the works of Boccaccio (De Casibus virorum illustrium and Amorosa Visione) and Petrarch (Trionfi e De viris illustribus). Both Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio in fact voluntarily modify the canonical series of heroes, through the use of poétique de la list ouverte, not numerically defined and ready to accept the universality of mankind, for administrative extol the virtues of the Buon Governo [12] . The key common to all the works, functional to understand the grafts game between literary and artistic reasons, is made by combination of the couple of words Fama / Virtue [12, 13] . It is well known that both the De viris and the Triumphus Fame have enjoyed, particularly during the Renaissance, a remarkable iconographic fortune, and indeed, it seems that in the encounter between the triumphal subject and the parade of heroes, at the turn of the fourteenth and fifteenth century, are frequently situated various iconographic projects: this might be the case, as argued Marcello Ciccuto [14] , of the alleged cycle of famous Men of Castel Nuovo, painted by Giotto (according to the tradition), and described in the nine sonnets attributed to the Florentine Malizia Barattone, that, in parallel to the Worldly Glory, painted by the Florentine painter in the palace of Azzone Visconti in Milan (also this fresco, like the aforementioned cycle of Castel Nuovo, has never been found, although there are several literary and figurative testimonies -except for the supposed allusion of Boccaccio in Amorosa Visione (B) IV 10-21 -which would ensure the execution. The first literary source for the reference is to the Chronica of Galvano Fiamma [15] , a chronic of the city of Milan, in which the author describes the palace of Azzone Visconti and mentions a fresco of vainglory; Giovanni Villani, then, in his Cronica XII, XII, 15 [16] , states that Giotto was in the service of Azzone Visconti, and Lorenzo Ghiberti in his Commentari [9] refers to the realization of a Worldly Glory by Giotto. The testimony of Ghiberti, evoked by Giorgio Vasari [8] in the sixteenth century, who however recognizes the fresco of Worldly Glory in a painting of the same subject in the Oratory of Annunziata in Padua (see vol. I, p. 400) was reconsidered by Creighton Gilbert [17] , who believes that the attribution to Giotto's vainglory Visconti is fully valid. As far as the iconography of the Triumph of Fame, Gilbert still recovers the two images of the illuminated frontispiece of Petrarch's De viris, containing the representation of the Triumphus Fame: the manuscripts Par. Lat. 6069 f and 6069 I, guarded in the National Library of Paris, to whom the painting was certainly closer), introduces the following of illustrious men in the traditional iconography of the Triumph of Fame. To be precise Ciccuto said that the source of the iconographic motif of Giotto is in the Neapolitan court of Robert of Anjou, and in a later moment was replicated in the north of the island by the same painter: so the motif was «costituito forse subito […] sull'intenzionale, e rivoluzionaria, sovrapposizione del motivo della Fama alla ieratica sequenza dei Prodi che i sonetti del Barattone ci ha conservato» [14] (see on p. 358). The presence of Giotto in the Neapolitan art scene in the second half of the fourteenth century, together with the aforementioned literary tradition, that wants Giotto to head of the cycle of Castel Nuovo, has always convinced scholars, who have analyzed the relationship between literary text and pictorial ones in the nine sonnets of illustrious men, about Giotto's authorship of the images that evoke these compositions [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . At this point I think that is very important to study the link between the cycle of Florentine sonnets and the lost iconographic tradition, whom inevitably binds, because of the specific and non-isolated references about the paintings that we can found in the manuscripts: already starting from the starting rubrica that introduces the sonnets in the Ms. Laurentiano Redi 184 of the Laurentian Library, c. 124, there is a clear reminder of the paintings («Sonetti composti per […] il quale essendo nella sala di Re Ruberto a Napoli vide dipinti questi famosi uomini e lui fe' a ciascuno il suo sonetto come qui
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New Metropolitan Perspectives appresso»), also reiterated in sonnet of Samson, vv. 1-2: «Voi che mirando andate greci ebrei / famosi antichi per la sala bella». As we known, medieval didactic literature frequently used elegant digressions (ἔκϕρασις) modulated on the contemporary imaginary figurative; in this case we can hazard a most illustrious and less generic comparison between the ekphrasis of the sonnets and a literary model certainly known in the Neapolitan and Florentine environment: Boccaccio's Amorosa Visione. An interesting perspective is offered by numerous studies on the presumed influence of the lost fresco of Worldly Glory of Giotto (or Vainglory in triumph with illustrious men), painted according to the sources by the illustrious Florentine in the hall of Azzone Visconti's Palace in Milan (1335), in the allegorical structure of the procession of heroes described by Boccaccio in Amorosa Visione. Gilbert [17] , in particular, believes that Boccaccio was precisely inspired by from the Milanese painting of Giotto for the construction of the Triumph of the Glory in the Amorosa Visione (see p. 140). Unlike him Ciccuto [14] speculates that Boccaccio was inspired by the frescoes of Giotto in Castel Nuovo, imagining that the iconographic structure of Neapolitan hall presented itself, not so much as a parade of ancient heroes, but rather as a Worldly Glory in triumph with a procession of famous men, exactly like that of Milan: commensurate, therefore, with the testimony of the Amorosa Visione (see pp. 347-348). Looking to the source, in the fourth canto of the Amorosa Visione, Boccaccio describes the entrance of the protagonist in a room, located inside an imaginary palace, where he saw a portrait of Worldly Glory, and with her «molte genti / sovra un erboso e ben fiorito prato, / alcuni più e alcun meno eccellenti» (AV (B) IV 31-33). If it is reasonable to assume that in the construction of ekphrasis Boccaccio has drawn from the conspicuou literary tradition and -why not? -also from the figurative tradition of Preux, together with the motif of Triumphus Famae, is not certain that He refers to a real painting by Giotto. In support of this thesis I remember you how Boccaccio on several occasions praised the Florentine painter: «avendo egli quell'arte ritornata in luce, che molti secoli sotto gli errori d'alcuni, che più a dilettar gli occhi degl'ignoranti che a compiacere allo 'ntelletto de' savi dipignendo, era stata sepulta, meritamente una delle luci della fiorentina gloria dir si puote» (Decameron VI 5, 5-7). Giotto is also mentioned in Genealogie XIV 6: «Sed deprecor, si Praxiteles aut Phydias, scultura doctissimi, impudicum sculpserint Pryapum in Yolem noctem tendentem potius quam spectabilem honestate Dianam, aut si pingat Apelles, seu noster Ioctus, quo suo evo non fuit Apelles superior, Martem seu Veneri inmiscentem potius quam Iovem diis ex trono iura prebentem, has artes damnandas fore dicemus? Solidissimus esset fateri!», and in the Zibaldone «Magliabechiano» (Florence, National Library, ms. B. R. 50, c. 232v) compared with the illustrious men. Therefore it isn't strange that Boccaccio had chosen Giotto as the ideal painter of that hall. In additional to this, the pictorial suggestions present in the Amorosa Visione, as also in the Decameron and in the Filocolo, in which there is also present the motif of room decorated with works of art (Fil. 32,2), typical of the literary ekphrasis, are included in the wider landscape of the fourteenth-century figurative art (already largely outlined in the studies of Lucia Battaglia Ricci [23] ), and we can't reduce it to a single pictorial document, moreover uncertain. According to some scholars, in effect, the literary documents, that relate to the award to Giotto of the frescoes in the Sala Maior of Castel Nuovo, are not considered so reliable: Giuseppe De Blasiis [24] ruled out the authorship of Giotto, just because it is based on the testimony initial Ghiberti [9] , in his opinion unreliable. Also Giovanni Previtali [25] was skeptical, because he identified the only testimony of Giotto's Neapolitan cycle which can be defined documented: I refer to the fragments of the fresco (representing the potraits of saints and illustrious men) painted in the Palatine Chapel of S. Barbara in Castel Nuovo (see p. 122); this testimony therefore, strictly speaking, would be the only presence of a cycle of Illustrious men in Castel Nuovo. After him Francesco Aceto [26] has again questioned the creation by the Tuscan artist of the frescoes in the Sala Maior based on the analysis of the documents certifying the Neapolitan activity of the Giotto, in which: «manca -according to the scholar -qualsiasi riferimento sia alle pitture di Santa Chiara sia agli 'Uomini famosi' dipinti in Castelnuovo» (see p. 58). Aceto also reminds us that there is no documents that guarantee that Ghiberti really visited Naples, while it is recognized by all scholars that to the basis of all the evidences there is the text of the Commentari [9] . According to this it could be argued that Ghiberti had just heard the news of the frescoes from the book that accompanies the crown of sonnets in Ms. Laur. Redi 184 of the Laurentian Library, c. 124. Therefore if we can rigorously talk about «interespressività» [27] in Boccaccio's literary works, that are full of contemporary figurative culture, and make up a clear example of that «visibile parlare» (Pg. X 95) [28, 29] gleaned by Dante's model, in which the image viewing is a «metafora della finzione narrativa» [30] (see p. 329), I believe that even the Neapolitans sonnets are attributable to the same poetica della visualità, which clearly expresses the deep connection between text and image so evident in medieval culture [31] . The previous literary text represented by Amorosa Visione lead us to believe that, following the example of Boccaccio, even the crown of Castel Nuovo could constitute an autonomous textual ekphrasis, not an illustrative corpus and less than ever tied to an epigrammatic description (like those descriptions inserted at the bottom of the painted figures), as well as happens in the figurative cycles of illustrious men [32] , but we have to think about it as effigies loquitur, reliable evidence of «un parlare che non si percepisce con l'udito, ma con la vista» [33] . In this regard, I would like to highlight certain formal and stylistic choices of the author of the sonnets. Pasquale Stoppelli has well recognized in the opening expression Io son, found in the sonnets also in the variant Io fui, that shows itself functional to the character who presents himself and illustrates his exploits, a link with the literary genre of the pomposity sonnets [10] , but in reality it is present in different types of allegorical and didactical literary texts: for example the religious laude, the erotic ballads and popular songs, already mentioned, the political songs and pomposity sonnets of vices and virtues or the sonnets of illustrious men and women (see what said Claudio Ciociola [27] , on p. 14 and pp. 38-42). This expression, much akin to the formula of Ubi sunt, typical of the writings of Preux, which introduces the theme of death and the vanity of worldly glory [1, 2] , is an intrinsic characteristic of the literary description of works of art. Together with the presentational expression, in the texts recur the formula of the ἀποστροϕή addressed to the reader (3. Hercules) . Another time we can see that the use of the list is not exactly canon, but more oriented to the universality of the exemplary theme, although appears as an explicitly reminder to the procession of French Preux, included in its ethical and civic function. Moreover, the choice of describing a procession of illustrious men from different cultural traditions accords well with the desire to celebrate the universality of the political power of King Charles III, and is linked to the tendency of the courts of Europe and of Italian municipalities to use some literary themes of didactic origin with the specific intent to illustrate the positive effects of "Good Government" and the regent's administrative virtues. Finally, the documented presence in the French tradition of the nine brave men of Neapolitan sonnets, also corroborated by the discovery in the Library of Cassino of a manuscript, containing Les Voeux du Paon written by Jacques de Longuyon (1312) [34] , the text from which originated the literary genre, it certainly helps to better delineate the network of historical and literary documents that lie behind the creation of the crown of sonnets in Florence. This doesn't exclude, however, that these texts are heavily indebted to a literary tradition far more impressive and full of testimonials, which is precisely the literary ekphrasis.
